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What You'll Need: 8 x 6 Plain Card stock, folded to make
a 4 x 6 card, scrapbook paper, white glue, glue stick,
scissors and tape

Cut scrapbook paper into thin strips. Widths can vary.
Pro Tip: Use a paper cutter to cut the strips

Place a few strips down vertically over  4 x 6 card and
use a piece of tape to temporarily hold the strips in
place. Pro Term: The vertical element in a weaving is
called the warp.

Begin to weave horizontal strips by alternating over and
under, over and under, all the way across. The next row is
woven the opposite way - under and over, under and
over. Pro Term: the horizontal strips in a weaving are
called weft.
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Weave 2 or 3 rows, and then start another section of 
rows about two inches below to create an abstract 
design. You can stagger the length of the strips. 
Pro Tip: Use an X-Acto knife to tighten the weave together.

Carefully flip over the completed weaving by holding it by
the woven area. Add drops of glue only to the top section
of weaving.

Flip the weaving down and place on card stock with
glue side down. Then set something heavy on it and let
it dry.

After the top woven section is dry, lift the bottom woven
section up and apply glue to attach to card.  Place a
weight on top and let it dry.
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Use a glue stick to glue down long strands of weaving
that extend over the edges of the card. Fold them around  
to the back of the card and into the interior of card.

Pro Tip: You can paste a rectangle of pattened paper in
the inside of the card and then overlay your long woven
paper strips by gluing then down with a glue stick.




